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13 ABSTRACT: The stable isotopes of hydrogen (δ2H) and oxygen
14 (δ18O) in human urine are measured during studies of total energy
15 expenditure by the doubly labeled water method, measurement of total
16 body water, and measurement of insulin resistance by glucose disposal
17 among other applications. An ultrasensitive laser absorption spec-
18 trometer based on off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy was
19 demonstrated for simple and inexpensive measurement of stable
20 isotopes in natural isotopic abundance and isotopically enriched human
21 urine. Preparation of urine for analysis was simple and rapid
22 (approximately 25 samples per hour), requiring no decolorizing or
23 distillation steps. Analysis schemes were demonstrated to address sample-to-sample memory while still allowing analysis of 45
24 natural or 30 enriched urine samples per day. The instrument was linear over a wide range of water isotopes (δ2H = −454 to
25 +1702 ‰ and δ18O = −58.3 to +265 ‰). Measurements of human urine were precise to better than 0.65 ‰ 1σ for δ2H and
26 0.09‰ 1σ for δ18O for natural urines, 1.1‰ 1σ for δ2H and 0.13‰ 1σ for δ18O for low enriched urines, and 1.0‰ 1σ for δ2H
27 and 0.08 ‰ 1σ for δ18O for high enriched urines. Furthermore, the accuracy of the isotope measurements of human urines was
28 verified to better than ±0.81 ‰ in δ2H and ±0.13 ‰ in δ18O (average deviation) against three independent isotope-ratio mass
29 spectrometry laboratories. The ability to immediately and inexpensively measure the stable isotopes of water in human urine is
30 expected to increase the number and variety of experiments which can be undertaken.

31 Analysis of the stable isotopes of hydrogen (δ2H) and oxygen
32 (δ18O) in human body water is used in a variety of biomedical
33 applications including measurement of total energy expenditure
34 (TEE) by the doubly labeled water (DLW) method,1−3

35 measurement of total body water,4 and measurement of insulin
36 resistance by glucose disposal5,6 among other applications.
37 Currently, the vast majority of studies use isotope-ratio mass
38 spectrometry (IRMS) for analysis of δ2H and δ18O in body
39 waters. For IRMS analysis, bodily fluids (e.g., urine) require
40 either extensive purification, such as cryogenic distillation
41 followed by decolorization,7 or analysis by CO2 equilibration
42 for 18O measurements and zinc or chromium reduction for 2H
43 measurements.8,9 These preparation methods and IRMS
44 analyses are labor-intensive, costly, and limited to only a few
45 measurement laboratories worldwide. However, in order for the
46 aforementioned biomedical applications to become widely
47 available, measurements of a large number of samples must be
48 completed quickly, accurately, and inexpensively, preferably at a
49 location near the site of sample generation.

50Ultrasensitive laser absorption spectroscopy, such as off-axis
51integrated cavity output spectroscopy (OA-ICOS) and cavity
52ring down spectroscopy (CRDS), provides the opportunity to
53measure δ2H and δ18O rapidly, accurately, and inexpen-
54sively.10−12 Furthermore, laser-based instrumentation does
55not require highly trained operators and has a small footprint,
56allowing measurements to be made by researchers generating
57the samples. While studies have shown that laser-based
58instruments require corrections for organic contamination of
59samples,11,13,14 two laboratories have recently shown that the
60organic component of urine does not adversely affect laser-
61based isotope measurements.7,15 O’Grady et al. utilized CRDS
62to measure natural isotopic abundance human urines that had
63been either cryogenically distilled or decolorized with carbon
64black.7 Thorsen et al. used CRDS to measure natural and
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65 enriched isotopic abundance human urines that had been
66 decolorized and found significant instrumental memory
67 requiring a mathematical memory correction and careful
68 ordering of samples.15

69 In this study, we demonstrate for the first time the accuracy,
70 precision, speed, and simplicity of OA-ICOS technology for
71 measurements of δ2H and δ18O in both natural and isotopically
72 enriched human urine, without extensive pretreatment or
73 purification. In addition, we detail simple methodologies,
74 including the use of an internal control water and
75 straightforward cleaning procedures, for ensuring that sample-
76 to-sample memory effects are addressed while maintaining a
77 high sample throughput (30−45 unknown urine samples per
78 day). We also demonstrate the use of the Spectral
79 Contamination Identifier to ensure that samples are free of
80 measurement effects from organic components of urine. Finally,
81 OA-ICOS results are compared with IRMS measurements from
82 three independent laboratories to demonstrate the accuracy of
83 the OA-ICOS technique.

84 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
85 Preparation of Enriched Urine Test Samples. Urine test
86 samples for the study were prepared according to the following
87 procedure. A single sample (>151 mL) of urine was collected
88 into a sterile cup and mixed well. Three aliquots of 50 mL each
89 were pipetted into sterile 50 mL conical vials for preparation of
90 three urine test samples, one each of natural isotopic
91 abundance, low-enriched, and high-enriched. An additional 1
92 mL aliquot of the original urine was prepared for immediate
93 isotopic analysis as described below to ascertain the native
94

2H/1H and 18O/16O isotope ratios of the urine prior to isotopic
95 enrichment. The low-enriched urine sample was prepared by
96 adding 0.8 μL of 2H2O (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 1.0
97 μL of 98 atom percent excess (APE) H2

18O (ICON Isotopes,
98 Summit, NJ) to one 50 mL aliquot. The high-enriched urine
99 sample was prepared by adding 3.4 μL of 2H2O and 4.9 μL of
100 98 APE H2

18O to one 50 mL aliquot. The third 50 mL “natural”
101 sample was used as collected. A small aliquot of each of the
102 low-enriched and high-enriched urine samples was analyzed to
103 ensure that the target enrichments, which were chosen to
104 approximate enrichments frequently found in DLW experi-
105 ments,16 were roughly achieved. Finally, the 50 mL samples of
106 each of the natural, low-enriched, and high-enriched urines
107 were divided into 1 mL aliquots and frozen for storage. This
108 procedure ensured a large quantity of urine with identical
109 isotope ratios for use in this validation study. Additional
110 enriched urine samples, from a different urine collection, were
111 prepared using the same basic procedure to create five urine
112 samples of varying enrichment for the comparison study with
113 IRMS. Additional urine samples from multiple individuals
114 (>30) were collected and used without modification for
115 optimization of the sample preparation and OA-ICOS analysis
116 procedures.
117 Off-Axis ICOS Instrumentation. We utilized a commer-
118 cially available, off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy
119 (OA-ICOS) laser absorption spectrometer (Los Gatos
120 Research (LGR) Liquid Water Isotope Analyzer (LWIA-
121 24d)) for analysis of the 2H/1H and 18O/16O stable isotopes
122 in liquid water. The OA-ICOS instrument employed near-
123 infrared tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy with the
124 laser coupled off-axis to a high-finesse optical cavity17 to
125 provide highly accurate quantification of δ18O and δ2H in
126 injected water samples in a reasonably compact and very robust

127instrument.12 Samples were introduced into the OA-ICOS
128instrument via a LC PAL autoinjector (CTC Analytics)
129equipped with a heated injector block (LGR), where the
130water samples were evaporated for isotope analysis. Liquid
131samples were injected into the injector block using a Hamilton
1321.2 μL, zero dead volume syringe (P/N: 203185/01).
133Simultaneous measurements of both δ18O and δ2H were
134completed at a speed of 1080 injections per day, or 80 s per
135measurement of an individual injection. The number of
136injections per sample was contingent upon the type of sample
137(e.g., natural water or urine) and level of isotopic enrichment as
138described below. Data from the instrument were analyzed using
139LGR’s commercially available Post Analysis Software (LGR,
140version 2.2.0.12), which utilized inter-run standard measure-
141ments to automatically calibrate isotope measurements. The
142data were checked for the presence of any organic
143contamination using the commercially available Spectral
144Contamination Identifier (SCI) (LGR, version 1.0.0.69).18

145No contamination was found in any of the urine utilized for this
146study. Subsequent urine analysis did find a few (<1%) urines
147with small but detectable contamination that can be corrected
148for using the SCI.14,18

149Off-Axis ICOS Analysis of Urine Samples. Prior to each
150analysis, frozen urine samples were thawed, vortexed for 5 s,
151and centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10−30 min. A 150 μL portion
152of supernatant was micropipetd into an autosampler vial with a
153total volume of 350 μL (National Scientific, Rockwood, TN).
154For the precision tests, a larger sample of urine was required, so
155750 μL of supernatant was micropipetd into a 2 mL
156autosampler vial (Microanalytical Analysis Supplies, Suwanee,
157GA). The urine samples were then analyzed for δ18O and δ2H
158on the OA-ICOS instrument without further preparation. No
159distillation or decolorizing steps were undertaken, reducing the
160probability of sample-handling induced errors. Using the
161procedure described above, approximately 25 urines could be
162prepared per hour, limited in our laboratories by the number of
163samples we could concurrently centrifuge.
164Subsequent to sample preparation, urine samples were
165immediately analyzed on the OA-ICOS instrument. The
166instrument was calibrated using deionized internal working
167standards that had been previously calibrated by OA-ICOS
168against the VSMOW2 and SLAP2 international standards.19

169For each OA-ICOS instrumental session, working standards
170were chosen such that their isotope ratios bracketed the
171expected isotope ratios of the urine samples while minimizing,
172as much as possible, the total span of isotope ratios. Samples
173and working standards were interleaved throughout each
174analysis to ensure high accuracy by frequent intrarun
175calibration. Interleaving of standards and samples had the
176additional benefit of prolonging the syringe lifetime by
177effectively rinsing urine solutes from the syringe on a regular
178basis. In addition, an internal control water of known isotopic
179composition within the range of the isotope ratios of the
180working standards was measured periodically throughout each
181analysis to ensure the quality of the data collected (e.g., internal
182control 1, δ18O = −7.08 ± 0.08‰ and δ2H = −43.6 ± 0.28 ‰
183was used for natural isotope abundance measurements).
184Intersample memory effects are well-known in water isotope
185analysis,3 including analyses made with laser absorption
186spectroscopy instruments,10,15 which have intrinsic, instrumen-
187tal memory effects, most likely due to adsorption of water onto
188the internal surfaces of the instrument and mixing of water in
189the syringe. Instrumental memory is routinely addressed by
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190 injecting water samples multiple times and ignoring the results
191 from the first few injections.10 Analyses of urine have additional
192 memory effects which worsen over time due to the
193 accumulation of urine solutes in the injector block. In order
194 to address both the instrumental and the additional solute
195 memory between successive samples, the following analysis
196 schemes were optimized. For unenriched, natural urine
197 samples, the instrument was programmed to inject each sample
198 and working standard 8 times. The first four injections were
199 discarded on account of memory while the last four injections
200 were averaged to provide an individual analysis of the urine
201 sample. Since each injection cycle required 80 s, this analysis
202 scheme allowed for a maximum of 45 unknown unenriched
203 urines to be analyzed per day, in addition to the associated
204 working standards and internal controls. For isotopically
205 enriched urine samples (δ2H > +100 ‰), the instrument was
206 programmed to inject each sample and working standard 12
207 times. The first nine injections were discarded on account of
208 memory while the last three injections were averaged to provide
209 an individual analysis of the urine sample. This analysis scheme
210 allowed for a maximum of 30 unknown enriched urines to be
211 analyzed per day, in addition to the associated working
212 standards and internal controls.
213 As expected, during analyses of urine samples the memory
214 between successive samples was found to increase as solutes
215 from the urine accumulated in the injector block of the
216 instrument. The rate of increase depended strongly on the
217 urine sample; samples of higher specific gravity (i.e., higher
218 solute concentration) increased the memory effect much faster
219 than those of low specific gravity. An internal control water of
220 known isotope ratio was measured periodically throughout the
221 run and used to determine when the solute build up had
222 reached a point at which the above schemes were unable to
223 fully ameliorate the sample to sample memory. For this study, a
224 measurement of the internal control that was more than ±1.4
225 ‰ for δ2H or ±0.2 ‰ for δ18O away from the known value
226 was used to indicate that the injector block required cleaning.
227 In every case after injector block cleaning, the memory between
228 successive samples returned to the level of the instrumental
229 memory effect (i.e., agreed with the known values of the
230 internal control to better than the manufacturer’s stated
231 precision of ±0.6 ‰ for δ2H and ±0.2 ‰ for δ18O).

232At the conclusion of each analysis, the injector block, the
233connector to the transfer tube, and the septum support were
234thoroughly cleaned by ultrasonication in a soap solution for 1 h,
235ultrasonication in tap water for 1 h, and finally ultrasonication
236in a fresh aliquot of tap water for 1 h. The injector block was
237then thoroughly rinsed in deionized water and the inside blown
238dry using a duster-type air canister. The injector block was
239reattached to the autosampler and allowed to heat up for at
240least 20 min before beginning a new analysis. High-throughput
241analysis was facilitated by utilizing two injector blocks, so that
242one could be cleaned while the second was in use. The Teflon
243transfer tube was replaced when deposits were visible within the
244tube or the sample-to-sample memory was seen to be
245increasing. Regular maintenance of the instrument, including
246deliming of the injector block, was performed according to the
247user manual. The syringe was cleaned daily using N-
248methylpyrrolidone (NMP) to remove solute buildup and
249condition the syringe. The syringe was rinsed with deionized
250water before use.
251IRMS Analysis of Urine Samples. Hubert Curien
252Multidisciplinary Institute (IPHC). For IPHC IRMS analysis
253only, water from urine was extracted by cryogenic distillation
254under vacuum for 15 min and placed in an inert glass tube
255(Chromacol). The online determination of hydrogen and
256oxygen isotope ratios was performed using a high-temperature
257conversion elemental analyzer (TC/EA) coupled with a Delta
258V Plus Isotope-Ratio Mass spectrometer and a Conflo III
259interface (THERMO, Brem̂en, Germany).20,21 The elemental
260analyzer was equipped with a bottom feed connector and a
261glassy carbon tube heated to 1400 °C. After pyrolysis, H2 and
262CO were separated with a GC column at 90 °C and measured
263during the same injection in magnetic jump mode. High purity
264hydrogen (N60) and carbon monoxide (N47) from Linde Gaz
265(France) were used as reference gases. Urine standards,
266prepared with enriched waters from Euriso-top (Saint Aubin,
267France) mixed with pooled human urine, and urine quality
268controls, included to validate the measurement results, were
269made with different levels of enrichments and normalized
270against VSMOW2 and SLAP2.
271University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus. For UC
272IRMS analysis only, urine was prepared by decolorization with
273activated charcoal followed by filtration. The determination of
274hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios was performed using a

Figure 1. Linearity of OA-ICOS demonstrated by the excellent linear correlations between the known and measured δ18O (a) and δ2H (b) values. In
part b, the most enriched sample in δ2H (open circle) has not been included in the regression line since the uncertainty in the “known” IRMS value
(±4.92 ‰, 1σ) is significantly higher than the uncertainty of OA-ICOS measurements.
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275 Thermo Fisher Delta V Advantage IRMS.22 For hydrogen
276 analysis, the sample was injected into a chromium metal reactor
277 at 850 °C, reducing water in the sample to form hydrogen gas,
278 whose isotope ratio was measured by the IRMS. For oxygen,
279 sample urine was transferred into an Exetainer tube and the
280 headspace atmosphere was replaced with 0.3% CO2 in helium.
281 After incubating at ambient temperature for 48 h, the
282 headspace CO2 isotope ratio was measured on the IRMS.
283 University of Aberdeen, Scotland. For Aberdeen IRMS
284 analysis only, urine was equilibrated with CO2 gas using the
285 small sample equilibration technique for analysis of 18O.23

286 Preweighed Vacutainers were injected with 10 uL of urine and
287 reweighed (0.0001 g), to account for differences in the amount
288 of urine added. Subsequently, the Vacutainers with the samples
289 were injected with 0.5 mL CO2 with a known oxygen isotopic
290 enrichment and left to equilibrate at 60C for 16 h. For analysis
291 of 18O/16O ratios, equilibrated CO2 samples were admitted to
292 an ISOCHROM mGAS system (Micromass, UK), which uses a
293 gas chromatograph column to separate nitrogen and CO2 in a
294 stream of helium before analysis by IRMS.24 All samples were
295 run adjacent to three working standards that had been
296 characterized against VSMOW and SLAP and all data were
297 normalized to the accepted values for these international
298 reference materials.

299 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

300 Linearity. The range of δ18O and δ2H values used in
301 biomedical applications is far beyond the natural abundance

302range measured in environmental studies; for example,
303enrichments of more than 700 ‰ in δ2H are common for
304DLW experiments in humans.25 It is thus critical to determine
305the linearity of the instrument over a very wide range of δ18O
306and δ2H values. Water samples of known isotope ratio were
307obtained ranging from −454 to +1702 ‰ in δ2H and −58.3 to
308 f1+265 ‰ in δ18O. Figure 1a shows the excellent linearity of the
309instrument over the entire range of δ18O values. Figure 1b
310shows the excellent linearity in δ2H. In Figure 1b, the most
311enriched sample in δ2H (open circle) has not been included in
312the regression line since the uncertainty in the “known” IRMS
313value (±4.92‰, 1σ) is significantly higher than the uncertainty
314of OA-ICOS measurements. Nevertheless, for the most
315enriched sample, the residual of the measured value from the
316regression line (−9.54 ‰) is less than two standard deviations
317from the “known” IRMS value.
318Accuracy. The accuracy of the OA-ICOS instrument for
319measurements of urine samples was determined by measuring
320aliquots of the same urine samples by OA-ICOS and by three
321separate IRMS laboratories. Urine samples were prepared for
322OA-ICOS measurement as described in the Experimental
323Section above. Urine samples were prepared for IRMS analysis
324by each laboratory according to standard practice for that
325laboratory as described above. The working calibration
326standards used in these analyses were measured by all four
327laboratories, and the data is corrected to the same standard
328 f2values. Figure 2 shows the excellent agreement between the
329OA-ICOS and IRMS analyses. Panels a and b show, for δ18O

Figure 2. Accuracy of OA-ICOS for urine analyses demonstrated by the excellent agreement between OA-ICOS and the mean of IRMS
measurements for δ18O (a) (three IRMS measurements) and δ2H (b) (two IRMS measurements). Deviation of each individual measurement from
the IRMS mean for δ18O (c) and δ2H (d) for measurements by OA-ICOS (blue dots), TC/EA IRMS (red squares), and Cr reduction/CO2
equilibration IRMS (magenta and green triangles).
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330 and δ2H, respectively, the agreement between the measured
331 OA-ICOS values and the mean of the IRMS values. Panels c
332 and d show, for δ18O and δ2H, respectively, the amount that
333 each of the individual measurements deviates from the mean of
334 the IRMS values. The error bars represent the standard
335 deviation of the mean IRMS value. The data show that the OA-
336 ICOS isotope measurements of human urines are accurate to
337 better than ±0.81 ‰ in δ2H and ±0.13 ‰ in δ18O (average
338 deviations) against three independent IRMS laboratories and in
339 every case within two standard deviations of the IRMS mean
340 value. Unfortunately, one of the IRMS for analysis of δ2H was
341 in need of repair, so those data are not available.
342 Precision. The precision of the OA-ICOS technique for
343 measuring natural and enriched urine samples was determined
344 by making repeated analyses on urine from a single vial. This
345 test was performed on three different days over a period of
346 months for each of the three prepared urine samples, natural,
347 low-enriched, and high-enriched. An example of the excellent
348 precision obtained for the natural urine sample can be seen in

f3 349 Figure 3, where the δ2H average is −42.25 ± 0.33 ‰ (1σ) and

350 the δ18O average is −4.38 ± 0.03 ‰ (1σ). Each point reports
351 the results of one complete urine analysis (i.e., the average of
352 the last four of eight injections, calibrated using intrarun,
353 interleaved working standards). The complete results from this

t1 354 series of precision tests are shown in Table 1. The average lines
355 in the table contain the averages and standard deviations of all
356 the data taken during three analytical sessions spanning a
357 period of months, demonstrating that the long-term inter-run
358 precision is equivalent to the intrarun precision. The data
359 clearly show that the precision of OA-ICOS is comparable to
360 the precision obtained using IRMS.16

361 Repeatability and Ruggedness. The repeatability of the
362 urine preparation technique was determined by preparing nine
363 separate aliquots of the same urine sample into nine separate
364 vials for sequential measurement on the instrument. This test
365 was performed for each of the three prepared urine samples.
366 The analytical results were identical to within the instrument
367 precision for multiple preparations of the same sample. The
368 ruggedness of the urine preparation technique was determined
369 by measuring aliquots of the same sample which had been

370prepared by two different scientists. This test was performed for
371all three of the prepared urine samples, and no difference was
372found for any of the samples or preparations of samples to
373within the instrument precision (intraclass correlation co-
374efficient >0.99999).

375■ CONCLUSIONS
376An ultrasensitive laser-absorption spectrometer, based on off-
377axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy, was utilized to
378measure the stable isotopes of hydrogen (δ2H) and oxygen
379(δ18O) in natural isotopic abundance and isotopically enriched
380human urine. The analyzer had a small footprint and simple,
381inexpensive operation, allowing measurements to be made
382quickly by researchers generating the samples, rather than by a
383select few measurement laboratories. Unlike previously
384reported analyses, preparation of urine was shown to be simple
385and rapid (approximately 25 samples per hour), requiring no
386decolorizing or distillation steps, thus reducing the probability
387of sample-handling induced errors. Analysis schemes were
388demonstrated which utilize multiple injections of each sample
389as well as inclusion of an internal control water of known
390isotope ratio to address sample-to-sample memory while still
391allowing analysis of 45 natural or 30 enriched urine samples per
392day. The instrument was shown to be linear over a wide range
393of water isotopes (−454 to +1702 ‰ for δ2H and −58.3 to
394+265 ‰ for δ18O). Intrarun and inter-run precision for
395measurements of human urine with natural and enriched
396isotopic abundances were shown to be better than 0.65 ‰ 1σ
397for δ2H and 0.09 ‰ 1σ for δ18O for natural urines, 1.1 ‰ 1σ
398for δ2H and 0.13 ‰ 1σ for δ18O for low-enriched urines, and
3991.0 ‰ 1σ for δ2H and 0.08 ‰ 1σ for δ18O for high-enriched
400urines. The simple urine preparation technique was shown to
401be repeatable and rugged (no significant difference between
402preparations made by different scientists) to within the
403instrument precision. Furthermore, the accuracy of the isotope
404measurements of human urines was verified to better than
405±0.81 ‰ in δ2H and ±0.13 ‰ in δ18O (average deviations)
406against three independent IRMS laboratories. The ability to
407immediately and inexpensively measure the stable isotopes of
408water in human urine is expected to increase the number and
409variety of experiments which can be undertaken in the areas of

Figure 3. Precision of OA-ICOS for urine analysis demonstrated by
making 25 repeated analyses from a single vial of a 750 μL natural
urine sample. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the four
averaged injections that make up a single analysis. The δ2H (left axis,
red circles) average (solid line) is −42.25 ± 0.33 ‰ (1σ, dashed
lines), and the δ18O (right axis, blue squares) average (solid line) is
−4.38 ± 0.03 ‰ (1σ, dashed lines).

Table 1. Precision of OA-ICOS for Repeated Analyses of
Natural, Low-Enriched, and High-Enriched Urinesa

urine sample date n δ2H ± 1σ δ18O ± 1σ

Natural 06/02/11 25 −42.15 ± 0.70 −4.30 ± 0.14
natural 06/03/11 25 −42.71 ± 0.71 −4.37 ± 0.06
natural 02/06/12 25 −42.27 ± 0.33 −4.38 ± 0.04
natural average 75 −42.37 ± 0.65 −4.35 ± 0.09
low-enriched 08/09/11 25 134.15 ± 1.0 12.94 ± 0.15
low-enriched 10/25/11 25 134.97 ± 0.87 13.08 ± 0.05
low-enriched 01/05/12 25 133.77 ± 1.0 12.95 ± 0.09
low-enriched
average

75 134.29 ± 1.1 12.99 ± 0.13

high-enriched 03/15/12 23 837.0 ± 0.80 92.83 ± 0.07
high-enriched 04/21/12 19 836.1 ± 0.97 92.87 ± 0.10
high-enriched 04/22/12 16 837.5 ± 0.82 92.84 ± 0.04
high-enriched
average

58 836.8 ± 1.0 92.84 ± 0.08

aThe average lines contain the averages and standard deviations of all
the data taken during three analytical sessions spanning a period of
months, demonstrating that the long-term inter-run precision is
equivalent to the intrarun precision.
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410 measurement of total energy expenditure by the doubly labeled
411 water method, measurement of total body water, and
412 measurement of insulin resistance by glucose disposal among
413 other applications.
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